On the right track
Stansted’s vision for improved rail connectivity

Stansted Airport - a catalyst for
economic growth and productivity

Stansted in 30 fast and reliable rail services

Stansted wants to play its part in growing the
UK economy. In 2011, 18 million passengers
and over 200,000 tonnes of cargo passed
through the airport, helping to sustain over
10,000 local jobs and ensuring UK business
remains competitive in the global marketplace.

Stansted has direct rail links along the West
Anglia Mainline (WAML) to London Liverpool
Street and Cambridge. In 2011, airport
passengers benefited from the introduction
of new high quality Stansted Express trains.
The new trains have improved the passenger
experience, however passengers still tell
us that they want to see a faster and more
reliable service to the airport. Investment
in rail infrastructure is the key that will
unlock improved reliability and reduced
journey times.

As the only major airport serving the
South East with significant spare capacity
and the infrastructure in place to handle
35 million passengers, it has the potential
to do much more to get the UK economy
back into growth.
By attracting more airlines serving more
destinations, Stansted can help drive inward
investment, productivity and exports across
the East of England and the UK as a whole.
However, if the airport is to reach its full
potential and deliver the Government’s
objective to see an export led recovery it
needs faster rail connections to London and
increased frequency to Cambridge, East
Anglia and beyond. High quality, efficient
and reliable surface access connections are
integral to Stansted’s success.
‘Investing in infrastructure along
the West Anglia Mainline could
unlock wider benefits for the UK
economy of over £4.5 billion GVA
by 2021 and £10.7 billion by 2031’
London Borough of Enfield Oxford Economics study, January 2012

It is a critical part of the passenger experience
and a key factor into whether an airline decides
to expand or relocate services to the airport.
The East of England has suffered for too
long from the effects of under investment
in the rail network. So with Government
deliberating over the future of aviation policy
and renewed emphasis on infrastructure
investment, the time is right to invest in rail
links to Stansted. It would show that the
Government is taking an integrated approach
to meeting the demand for aviation capacity
in the South East and send a message that
Britain is open for business.
Investing in the rail links to Stansted would
not only benefit airport passengers and
commuters but the local community by
helping to stimulate growth and create
job opportunities in the towns and villages
that Stansted serves.

“Better and faster rail access to
London’s airports like Stansted creates the
connectivity our international trading partners in
European and emerging markets require to do business
in London. With the Government keen to see more
inward investment and increased exports, slashing
journey times to London’s airports is vital to boosting
growth and productivity in London and
the UK as a whole”

Colin Stanbridge, Chief Executive,
London Chamber of Commerce

A better connected Stansted more choice for our passengers
With our current spare capacity and new
fast rail links, Stansted would be in a better
position to attract airlines whose passenger’s
value speedy and reliable connections to the
financial heart of City of London as well as
the creative industries located nearby.
The campaign has attracted significant
support from politicians, business, airlines
and passengers and we are asking the
Government to include Stansted in 30
in future growth and infrastructure
plans and rail franchise agreements.

The current journey time takes between 47
minutes and an hour to cover 35 miles from
Liverpool Street to Stansted, compared with
the 30 minutes to cover 30 miles from
London Victoria to Gatwick Airport by train.
It is time to put Stansted on a level competitive
footing with other London airports. In April
2012, we launched the Stansted in 30
campaign to make this a reality.
The campaign aims to persuade Government
and the rail industry to commit to reducing
journey times from London to Stansted to
around 30 minutes.
Shorter journey times will help create jobs
and growth, improve local commuter access
and allow Stansted to win new passengers
and airlines. Research undertaken by York
Aviation shows that reducing the journey
time to 30 minutes could lead to an extra 1.4
million passengers using Stansted every year.

Shadow Secretary of State for Transport,
Maria Eagle MP and Stansted Managing
Director, Nick Barton

Stansted currently flies to over 150
destinations across Europe and North
Africa and the list is growing. As our route
network increases more people want to
use Stansted and where possible we want
these passengers to use public transport,
reducing our environmental impacts.

30 minute
journey time

=

1.4m extra
passengers a year

“Our airports are vital for
our economic competitiveness, but to
be attractive to passengers and business they
need good transport links. For too long we have
failed to adequately join up our transport policy, not
least aviation and rail. Yet, just as many passengers
experience every day, my visit to Stansted began with
a 47 minute journey to cover just 35 miles from
central London. We have got to see if it is
possible to do better than that in the
twenty-first century...”

Currently 50% of our passengers use public
transport to access the airport - the highest
of any major UK airport. Our commitment in
our Surface Access Strategy is to increase this
further by addressing ‘kiss and fly’ traffic and
providing passengers with more choice of
onward connections.
Rail connectivity is an area where we see
room for improvement. At Stansted our
busiest time is early morning, our so called
‘first wave’, with over 5,000 passengers
using the airport between 05.00 and 06.00.
Currently the first trains out of Liverpool
1
Street are 04.10 and 04.40, leaving very
little time for those passengers to make
their flights in good time.

Aim for 95% of trains
on time by 2015

Maria Eagle MP,
Shadow Secretary of State for Transport
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Monday and Friday only

We want to see an early 03.20 service from
London to Stansted to serve first ‘wave’
departures for passengers and our employees
every day of the week.
In the short to medium term we also want
to see more frequent trains to Cambridge,
East Anglia and beyond opening up the
airport to new communities, and support
the proposals to extend Crossrail to Stansted.
All these improvements would have a
significant impact on the local economy,
jobs and long term growth.
Our long term aspiration is to see Stansted
as the best connected air-rail hub in the UK,
with a 24 hour service and links to the high
speed rail network, the Great Eastern
Mainline and beyond.

95%

Foreword
High quality, efficient and reliable surface
access connections, whether road or rail,
are integral to London Stansted’s success.
With aviation capacity in London and the
South East expected to be fully used by 2030,
it is vital that airports like Stansted plan for
the future, including how to improve surface
access connectivity.
In partnership with our Transport Forum we
have made significant advances in surface
access over the last 10 years. I am extremely
proud that half of our passengers now arrive
by public transport - the highest of any major
UK airport. However, we need to work
together to build on this success with further
investment in the rail infrastructure.
Government recognises investment is a key
enabler of economic growth and we believe
that with improved rail links, Stansted can play
its part in getting the UK back into growth.

Stansted Airport’s vision
That is why this year we started a new rail
campaign - Stansted in 30 - to persuade
Government and the rail industry to commit
to reducing journey times from London
to Stansted to around 30 minutes. Recent
research shows that reducing the journey
time could encourage at least an extra 1.4
million passengers to use Stansted every year.
This would have significant benefits for
the local economy.
Building on the success of Stansted
Airport’s Surface Access Strategy and
working collaboratively with Government,
the rail industry and stakeholders, we have
made improved rail connectivity one of our
top priorities.
Our vision is for Stansted to be the best
connected air-rail hub in the UK, delivering
fast, frequent and more reliable services
that our passengers and local community
rightly deserve.
Nick Barton
Managing Director

2012

Short to medium term

• Work with Network Rail and train operators on improving reliability with the aim
to see 95% of trains running on time by 2015
• Work with the rail industry to introduce an 03.20 service from Liverpool Street to
Stansted to serve first ‘wave’ departures
• Work with the rail industry to reduce the minimum journey time on the Stansted Express
service by at least 5 minutes by 2017
• Work with the rail industry to reduce the variation in journey times on the Stansted Express
service and implement a standardised journey time by 2015
• Work with train operators to introduce better rail connections to Cambridgeshire,
Norfolk and Suffolk including two trains per hour to the City of Cambridge
• Support the extension of Crossrail to Stansted and reduced journey times
• Work with train operators to promote the use of rail and improve the passenger
experience including introducing real time passenger information, travelcards,
competitive fares and increasing the use of social media
• In partnership with regional stakeholders secure Government commitment to invest
in new infrastructure on the WAML to enable faster and more reliable journeys
• In partnership with regional stakeholders secure Government commitment to deliver
a 30 minute service from the airport to Central London
• Support regional stakeholder aspirations to improve links from the WAML to Stratford
supporting regeneration in the Lea Valley and opening up Stansted to new communities
• Secure long term commitment to retain the current rolling stock (Class 379 Electrostar)
on the Stansted Express service
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Long term

2032

• Invest in infrastructure on the WAML to enable 30 minute services from the airport
to Central London
• Deliver a Crossrail link from Stansted to London
• Introduce a 24 hour rail service to Stansted
• Explore rail freight facilities for Stansted with the aspiration to create a rail link
to connect with the Great Eastern Mainline, Felixstowe and Thames Ports

On the right track
Stansted’s vision for improved rail connectivity

50%

of Stansted’s passengers arrive by public transport
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We want to see an early 03.20 service from
London to Stansted to serve first ‘wave’
departures for passengers and our employees
every day of the week.
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to see more frequent trains to Cambridge,
East Anglia and beyond opening up the
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Short to medium term

• Work with Network Rail and train operators on improving reliability with the aim
to see 95% of trains running on time by 2015
• Work with the rail industry to introduce an 03.20 service from Liverpool Street to
Stansted to serve first ‘wave’ departures
• Work with the rail industry to reduce the minimum journey time on the Stansted Express
service by at least 5 minutes by 2017
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Long term

2032

• Invest in infrastructure on the WAML to enable 30 minute services from the airport
to Central London
• Deliver a Crossrail link from Stansted to London
• Introduce a 24 hour rail service to Stansted
• Explore rail freight facilities for Stansted with the aspiration to create a rail link
to connect with the Great Eastern Mainline, Felixstowe and Thames Ports

50%

of Stansted’s passengers arrive by public transport

